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About This Game

Spheritis is a 3D race & puzzle game where the player controls a ball which properties and special abilities can be changed.
Explore the levels and find ways to pass the traps and barriers to reach the exit.

Single player campaign:
- 17 campaign levels.
- 4 difficulties modes.

- An unlockable extra game mode.
- 8 ball types.

- 7 specialball abilities.
- 20+ Steam achievements.

- Leader boards for all levels and game modes.
- Steam cloud support for game saves.
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Title: Spheritis
Genre: Casual, Indie, Racing
Developer:
Bluestrike
Publisher:
Bluestrike
Release Date: 4 Jun, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows xp or later.

Processor: Intel core 2 duo or later.

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Radeon HD 1000 series or later. nVidea GeForce 7 series or later.

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 4 GB available space

English,Dutch,French,German,Russian
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Very short freeware visual novel, with a single achievement attached. That achievement is quite fun, by the way. Just like the
novel. I liked the amount of different languages I can read through...

Generally, I suggest this Carpe Diem piece to all people who don't mind reading some short novels about social relations... And
to all achievement hunters, for a quite easy complete game.

And I suggest Carpe Diem as a motto to all people who are spending time like me now. Seriously. What am I doing with my
life?! Oh, gosh, that's too pathetic.

Mark 9\/10.. With a title like Mars Simulator, you would expect a simulation of Mars. Alas, Planetbase or Sol 0 do a far better
job of simulating the red planet. John Carter of Mars did a better simulation. The game thinks so little of its subject matter that
it relies on fantasies of alien artifacts and glowing crystals to stretch the content beyond 4 missions. The lexicon is limited to a
short list of statistics, condensed from Wikipedia. The mars rover, the star of the show, doesn't handle as well as my lawn
mower. But it does have the same navigational system. Scratch that - with my lawn mower, I can at least follow my tracks.

Imagine the thrill of exploring Mars without a sense of direction (no compass) or location (strategic map looks like a square of
sandpaper, with blots). Where is south? Which blot is that cliff wall?

But now I am just getting snarky.

If you must buy this, wait until the price goes down to, say, $1.50 Cdn.. Fun game for about 5 hours then its really repetitive.
After the first upgrade the challenge went away. You can work the resouces as you travel buying low where you are at and
selling high where you are traveling to so credits become pointless after a while. I think this game should be $4.99 or less just
due to the replay value being very low.. Gave me diabetes.. So d~~~ fun! Great for playing with friends.
\u771fTM\u597d\u73a9\uff0c\u7279\u522b\u9002\u5408\u8ddf\u670b\u53cb\u4e00\u8d77\u73a9\uff08keng\uff09
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The classic theme was indeed the best feature included in this version. Sadly, a lot of my favorite songs are locked. BUT the
Forever Friends package is almost 50% cheaper than the Android version even without the launch discount. Maybe I'll buy it
someday.. best horror game !. For what it does, it does a pretty good job. Keep in mind this will only make a very limited kind
of image... but it can provide transparent layers that can be further worked on. For my needs, working on a retro shmup, this
was just the right tool at the right time. I'd love to see this expanded in the future, perhaps with tileable support on the layers for
developers wanting to use the layers in a paralax background, for example. Importing new planet types, or even 3D Models
would be nice.. A majestic game, where a simple gameplay allows you to challenge gravity while wandering in a cosmic
universe. The music is amazing, environments stunning, spending a few minutes\/hours in the game is the best way to relax and
empty your head. Congratulations Marie!. Have you heard of the high elves?. Unlike the 1st game in this series the player is
forced to make guesses. It ticks me off no end that a wrong guess is classed as a mistake. It's not my mistake devs - it's yours.
You are off my buying list forever. >-{. First hings first. It says I have only 5 minutes into this game and that is not true.
I have launched it through CMANO and I have well over 100h in this scenario alone.

Some missions have been hard and some easier.
There is a great variation in types of missions (ASW, AAW, ASuW).

If you are hesitating on getting CMANO then get this one.
If you already have CMANO, then still get this one !

I really enjoyed the final mission, the ending and the journey there.
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